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Passive Income Ideas

First things first.

Passive income, it’s a bit of a crap description really because 
there is work involved, there is always work involved! But the 
beauty of passive income is that you can do the work once 
then it can continue to make money for you. Unlike things like 
coaching 1:1 or selling physical products, where you need to be 
present.

I personally feel that only having an income based on dollars 
for hours (getting paid for your time) isn’t the smartest way to 
go. It’s like having all your eggs in one basket. So you might 
need some out of the box thinking to work out how you can 
take your knowledge and package it into something scaleable 
that people will pay for.

This doesn’t mean you have to chuck in your main job, passive 
income can work alongside your job but give you that added 
security that there is always some money coming in, if your 
main gig goes belly up!

Don’t just think about your job as being the inspiration for 
your products, what other skills do you have, maybe you are a 
kick ass cake decorator in your spare time or you teach belly 
dancing lessons. Perhaps you are an avid photographer or a 
fluent French speaker. 

There are people out there making money as mermaids, selling 
boxes of bullshit (I kid you not) and let’s not forget the Korean 
woman massive meals whilst videoing it! 

Whatever you do, wherever your talents lie, there is a way to 
monetize it!
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Write a book
○ traditional with publisher
○ self published
○ kindle
○ ebook

Make a PDF pack or info product or tutorial
○ make into PDF
○ sell as a video recording/webinar

Make a course on something you are an expert in

Affiliate marketing
○ shareasale
○ clickbank
○ for programs/courses
○ for products you love

Selling ad space on your site/blog
○ ads on YouTube videos

Drop shipping through places like Amazon and Ebay

Turn physical products into digital ones then sell them
○ Planners
○ Recipe books
○ Sewing patterns
○ Vintage postcards

Create an app
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Create templates in photoshop/illustrator sell on places like
○ Creative market
○ Etsy
○ Fiverr

Sell your photographs on stock image sites
○ Shutterstock
○ Stock photo
○ Getty images

Sell your artwork as prints
○ Etsy
○ Not On The High Street
○ Dwanda

Use your design skills and sell on cafepress/zazzle

Digital recordings
○ music
○ meditations
○ audio books

Micro Niche Websites
○ Set up micro niche sites with affiliate or ads on them
○ Works well if you are an expert in that field

You could also go down the route of stocks, shares, bonds and 
all that jazz - I have NO idea how any of that works, so i’m not 
your gal if you need help in that area!
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It might seem really overwhelming but just think about what 
you are good at.

Brainstorm your talents, what you are knowledgeable about, 
what do you love doing?

Now how can you turn that into a product of some kind. Look 
at the list above to bounce some ideas around.

Things I

Rock At
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What kind of product matches my skills…

Yoga teacher - could record yoga moves for moms with babies
ESL teacher - package my classroom materials into PDF files
VA - record tutorials on how to set up MailChimp
Artist - sell prints and cards of your work (on demand printing)
Crafter - info product on a technique that you are expert in
Editor - put together template for people to drop info into
Translator - write a book “How to get started in translation”

Your turn...
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Who Am I?
And Why Should You Care?

This means that my brain is exploding with information, as you 
can imagine working for over 12 years online there is a lot of 
good stuff in here that I want to share with you.

As a mom, living in a country where I have no outside help or 
support, I know exactly how tough it is to be juggling life, family 
and home. 

I’m anti fluff, I just want to know what I need to know to get the 
job done quickly and efficiently and I want you to be able to do 
the same. And because I’m slightly unhinged, I read 
productivity and efficiency books and blogs for fun!

If you are ready to 10x your productivity and design the life 
that you want to live, then come and join the revolution…

The Kaizen Revolution

Hi!
I’m Jo Ebisujima, known as jojoebi to 
many. 

I’m a multipotentialite which means I 
love nothing more than diving in 
deep to new topics and learning as 
much as I can. 
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